
Your silent partner

The new miniCool collection

Refrigerators designed for your personal comfort: cooling within easy reach.



Lets you

enjoy the pleasure

of a silent afternoon.



Silencio miniCool is the ideal second fridge in any home.

Cold drinks and fresh snacks – these you may need in any room of your
home. It is more comfortable to have these at the place you are at, using
Silencio miniCool, the second refrigerator of your home. 

Architects, designers, and homeowners agree: Silencio miniCool offers 
a unique way to add a touch of comfort and convenience to your home.
No longer do you need to run to the kitchen for a snack or drink. 
You should not stop exercising to go for a cold drink. Since it is 
virtually silent, nothing will disturb work, exercises, rest, and play.

Advantages of a Silencio miniCool in the home:

◆ Compact size
A miniCool is easy to intergrate into any interior and fits practically
anywhere. Ideal for small rooms, home offices, bedrooms, fitness
rooms, etc.

◆ A world of possibilities
An extensive selection of colours and sizes equals flexibility – your only
limit is your imagination.

Special offer:
Castors – Effortlessly move your Silencio miniCool from room to room.



Everybody has their own, 
personal way to enjoy life.

Comfort. Convenience. Peace of mind. 
Rare treasures in our hectic world. 
Relax and just be yourself - no matter 
how busy you are. Whether it is 
your home or your office, it should be 
your personal space.

Your silent partner



Care Facilities,
Hospitals, 
Elderly Homes

Advantages of a Silencio miniCool in care facilities: 

◆ Adaptability
Easy to place in any room regardless of existing furniture, with no additional 
installation costs.

◆ Efficiency
Dometic Silencio miniCool provides a higher level of comfort, which can generate
increased income due to justifiably higher occupancy fees.

◆ Low operating costs
Low energy consumption and no need for maintenance.

◆ Virtual silence 
No unnecessary additional noises to spoil a good night’s rest!

◆ Independence
With food and drinks always within reach, patients enjoy a degree of self-sufficiency
that can improve their well-being.  

Special offer for retirement homes:

◆ Ergonomic handles
With the attachable handle easy to open the door. Ideal for those with a limited
range of movement.  

Special offer for hospitals:

◆ Hooks
Keep everything at hand, from towels to newspaper and notebook holders.



Dometic Silencio: the new 
generation of compact  and 
absolutely noiseless refrigerators.

Dometic Silencio miniCool is the 
"Sign of Comfort". Silencio combines
elegant design with innovative 
engineering. A Silencio miniCool is the
compact comfort refrigerator for all 
situations that can benefit from noiseless
and maintenance-free operation. 
This range of high quality refrigerators
was developed to provide convenient,
personal cooling comfort anywhere.

Dometic Silencio is the ideal refrigerator
where it has to share room with people,
like offices, hospitals, student residences,
your living room and your bedroom.

Collection



Advantages of a Silencio miniCool in student residences:

◆ Higher rating
Higher comfort means higher occupancy rates and/or higher achievable
rents.  

◆ Lower costs
Dometic Silencio with Fuzzy Logic ensures improved performance at
lower energy consumption. Silencio miniCool needs no maintenance –
that means another possibility to save up money.

◆ Compact design
Ideal for small rooms or places where existing furniture must be 
accommodated.

◆ Personal Comfort 
A student can be very busy, especially when preparing for exams.
Silencio miniCool is a great help, since it can hold several bottles of
cold drink and heaps of snacks for these occassions within easy reach.

◆ Silent operation
The absence of a humming noise allows 
students to sleep or study in peace.

Special offer:

◆ Lock
Everyone can have his or her own things in the
student residence. No more complaints because 
of missing drink or snacks.

Student Residences



Silencio miniCool is tailored
to your personality through many 
little items.

Thanks to a wide range of options,
the Silencio miniCool can be 
tailored to your personality and taste. 

From ergonomic handles to tray
dividers, our optional extras are
designed to increase your comfort
and transform your Silencio 
refrigerator to fit your space and
meet your needs.

Castors

You can use Silencio miniCool 
in several places and for several
purposes. Whenever you want to
change the position of the 
refrigerator, you can easily do it
thanks the castors.

◆ As for its mobility, it will save
you some work when cleaning
the room.

◆ Having a party in another
room? Simply move your
miniCool to whatever room
the party is in.

Options

Spiral cable

Why would  a refrigerator need to stand
close to the wall? In case of Silencio
miniCool there is no need  – thanks to the
spiral cable you can move it freely around.

◆ More convinient than a traditional 
power cable.

◆ The refrigerator does not have to be
placed in the immediate vicinity of a 
wall outlet.  

◆ No extra loops of cable on the floor 
to trap your feet.



◆ Design
A modern design available in
different shapes and colors, 
complements any interior
design concepts.
It can be built in or 
implemented as freestanding. 

◆ Operation
Low operation cost due 
to low energy consumption 
and no need for regular 
maintenance.

Silencio miniCool’s special
benefits for office:

Helps you and your colleagues
perform better. Will not 
disturb anyone’s concentration,
the phone calls, writing, 
calculations, etc.

◆ Relief
Nobody interrupts your 
meetings with servings, you 
and your guests are always 
within easy reach of 
refreshments. 

◆ Comfort
Added convenience - be it 
during negotiations or when
there is a cause for celebration 
- cool drinks are always at hand.



Your silent partner



Behind silent cooling

DOMETIC GROUP CORPORATE STATEMENT

◆ Our mission is to continually strive for excellence in product

development, manufacturing and customer service across all of our

product lines; to reinforce our worldwide leadership position and

establish a firm claim on new markets.
◆ We are committed to exploring new technologies, increasing the

variety of our products and seeking new fields of business.
◆ Our heritage dates back to 1925, with the invention of the 

now-famous absorption cooling technology. 

In the decades since, Dometic has introduced an impressive range

of convenience products catering to the recreational vehicle, hotel,

medical and other industries.
◆ Dometic shall be identified internationally as a flexible, innovative

and customer oriented company which is far ahead of the 

competition - simply because our products ensure outstanding

convenience and performance; a standard which has already 

created a legend of its own.  

DOMETIC GROUP SUPPORTING STATEMENT

◆ Dometic is a leading international supplier of specialty refrigeration

and products and systems for increased comfort away from home.

Dometic provides Recreation Vehicle and Pleasure Boat Systems

and Special Refrigeration Systems for use mainly in the leisure

industry, the hotel sector and on medical markets. 

Dometic has achieved leading global market positions by focusing

on its strong customer relationships and developing innovative

solutions.
◆ Dometic has production facilities in ten countries, its own sales

and marketing operations in 35 countries plus approximately 

65 distributors globally. 2002 sales amounted to approximately 

6 400 MSEK and the number of employees to 4 000.



Office, Meeting Room

The ideal office refrigerator

With a Silencio miniCool in the office or in the meeting room your clients will appreciate
your refinement and taste. Remember, presenting the right image enables you to get 
more business!

Moreover, there is no need to interrupt your concentration or your meeting when you
have a Silencio miniCool at hand. The miniCool is virtually silent in operation, so it will
not disturb anyone whether it is placed next to a workstation or in a meeting room.

Special offer:

Lock – No surprises: 
all the cold drinks 
put inside will remain
untouched till the time
they are required during
the meeting.



Lock

There are some cases when a refrigerator 
should be better locked up. 
Silencio miniCool has this possibility.

◆ Secure and safe storage for personal and 
confidential objects (e.g. medicine, cosmetics).

◆ Ensures personalized use even with shared
accommodations (retirement homes, 
hospitals etc.).

◆ Drinks can be locked up in the office.

Tray and tray dividers

Sometimes you have to share the space in, 
the room – and the refrigerator with others. 
With the help of tray dividers you can keep
items separated. 

◆ Systematize and track the contents of the 
refrigerator.

◆ Each object is different – With the help of
dividers, you can group or sort the interior space
of the refrigerator and make better use of the
space.

◆ Move the tray and the dividers to  create your
personal interior of the refrigerator.

Hook

Practical and fits to the design of Silencio
miniCool: the hook keeps everything at hand,
including

◆ towels and bags,
◆ bottle openers,
◆ newspaper and notebook holders.

Ergonomic handle

Opening a refrigerator is not always that simple – but not if it
is a Silencio miniCool! With its ergonomic handle, it is easy to
access the contents of the miniCool in a second.

◆ Easy to open the door.
◆ Ideal for those living – temporarily or permanently – with

physical limits.



Increase student comfort 

A crowd of people that are totally different – that is the
most typical characteristic of a student residence. 
Young independent people live communally 
– they all want to have a little bit of space of their own. 
Silencio miniCool can attribute a lot to create the 
personal space for a student, even when living in a
room with other people. With this small and practical
refrigerator he or she can have cold drinks and snacks at

hand even when the stores are closed. Dometic Silencio
refrigerators are compact, so they can fit into the given
space no matter how crowded. 
A Dometic miniCool is a sign of the highest standard 
in student residences all over Europe – students 
and their parents are willing to pay higher rental fees 
for the comfort of a living space equipped with 
a Silencio miniCool. 



Silencio miniCool: the best cooling performance.

Your Silencio refrigerator will not make a sound. 
Absorption technology without any moving parts means that
Silencio miniCool will not buzz, rattle or rumble.
Its reliability is second to none! Cool pleasure day and night:
absorption refrigerators, without compressor, apply the
unique, eco-friendly principle of silent cooling. 
Due to its special Fuzzy Logic system Silencio miniCool is
the economic way of cooling. This small refrigerator does not
use CFCs or HCFCs, so you can enjoy nature to the fullest. 

Silencio miniCool is designed to provide a lifetime of 
reliable and silent cooling, in an economic way. 

Silencio: a new superior
innovative range 

◆ new, attractive design 
◆ three appealing colours to choose from
◆ finds its place in all rooms: 

freestanding and built-in models
◆ lowest energy consumption for 

absorption refrigerators
◆ best cooling performance: 3°C even 

at an external temperature of 32°C
◆ automatic defrosting with 

Fuzzy Logic system
◆ environmental friendly
◆ 80 years experience behind 

each Dometic refrigerator
◆ Europe-wide service



Taking care. 

A stay in hospital no longer needs to be an
uncomfortable experience most people assume it
will be. Indeed, today’s private hospitals and
retirement homes provide such high standards of
service that patients feel pampered on arrival. 
This often includes luxury items such as a TV, 
a phone and a silent miniCool refrigerator 
in each room to promote the patients’ well-being.

From hospitals to retirement homes Dometic
Silencio can improve the health care environment
for patients and staff alike. 
With a miniCool at hand, patients are less
dependent on staff for drinks and snacks, 
saving hospitals time and money that such tasks
require and allowing staff to turn their attention
to more urgent needs.



Dometic comfort.

We have combined the convenience of a 
personal refrigerator with the comfort of silent
operation. Dometic Silencio refrigerators come
in an attractive variety of styles, to suit your
lifestyle and environment. All of which lead to
a great deal of peace of mind.



Home



Practical, beautiful

and virtually silent.

For your personal comfort:

Silencio miniCool.




